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ASAM, founded in 1954, is a professional medical society representing over 7,000 physicians, clinicians and associated professionals in the field of addiction medicine. ASAM is dedicated to increasing access and improving the quality of addiction treatment, educating physicians and the public, supporting research and prevention, and promoting the appropriate role of physicians in the care of patients with addiction.
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Purpose

• Driven by culture and laws, stigma and racism at the societal level are root causes of health inequities that affect people who use certain drugs or struggle with addiction, with particularly acute consequences for people of color.

• This policy statement considers the role of various structural conditions on health and well-being and includes recommendations to address the broader structural issues at the intersection of racism, drug use, and addiction. Such recommendations are expected to create systems that benefit all people.
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• In this final public policy statement in a three-part series on advancing racial justice in the context of addiction medicine, ASAM continues its analysis of systemic racism as a social determinant of health that disproportionately damages the health and lives of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color ("BIPOC") who use substances or have substance use disorder (SUD).

• In this third statement, ASAM describes the role of structural conditions that create inequities for people who use illegal substances or have SUD, with particularly acute consequences for BIPOC.
Advancing Racial Justice Beyond Health Care

- The decriminalization recommendations in this statement, which seek to address structural issues that negatively impact health and well-being, focus on the elimination of onerous civil penalties for drug and drug paraphernalia possession for personal use.

- These recommendations intentionally do not include designing a framework for regulated access to currently illegal drugs for non-medical use, given that even slight changes in the legal supply of certain drugs can pose great risk of increased use and harm, especially to marginalized people, and the current gaps in drug policy research.

A recent paper notes that the term "drug paraphernalia" is defined in the Drug Enforcement Administration’s 1979 Model Drug Paraphernalia Act as follows: "All equipment, products and materials of any kind which are used, intended for use, or designed for use, in planting, propagating, cultivating, growing, harvesting, manufacturing, compounding, converting, producing, processing, preparing, testing, analyzing, packaging, repackaging, storing, containing, concealing, injecting, ingesting, inhaling or otherwise introducing into the human body a controlled substance in violation of [the state's Controlled Substances Act]."
How Structural Stigma and Racism Similarly Function to Define Cultural Views of People Who Use Illegal Drugs or Have SUD
Stigma is a **structural determinant of health** and a fundamental cause of health inequities that affects marginalized people, including people with SUD and BIPOC.

- Stigma is often narrowly conceptualized as occurring between two people but, like racism, is **multilevel and multifaceted**.
- Interpersonal stigma is how individuals more commonly experience disempowerment and discrimination on a day-to-day basis.

Conceptualized as a structural determinant, stigma represents a collective environment created through labeling, stereotyping, isolating, and **removing power and status from a group of people through policies and practice**.

- These power structures create **differential access** to social and material resources that can influence health and wellness, like housing, education, social support, and employment opportunities.

- While some may contend that drug-related stigma helpfully discourages drug use, structural stigma related to SUD is more complex, and perpetuating stigma is distinct from improving preventive risk and protective factors. Moreover, the negative consequences of stigma far outweigh any positives.
For more than a century, drug policy in the United States of America (U.S.) has labeled possession of certain drugs for personal use as a crime, thereby designating people who use those drugs (and people who engage in drug use due to a chronic illness) as deviants and criminals. It is through policies and practice that society perpetuates this stigma.

The label of “criminal” carries with it negative stereotypes, perceived license for punishment and social isolation, ongoing discrimination and disenfranchisement, and “us-versus-them” narratives. The criminal designation of possession of certain drugs for personal use justifies the “othering” of people who use those drugs.

Overly punitive drug policies, including drug paraphernalia laws, have exacted substantial collateral harm upon the lives of people who use illegal drugs, the functioning of their families, and their broader communities.

The U.S. Government Accountability Office noted at least 641 collateral consequences of a nonviolent drug conviction that include exclusions from employment, housing, loans, licensure, civic participation, family rights, and more.
Structural Enactment of Racism and Stigma

Like stigma, structural racism functions through othering mechanisms and transcends the prejudicial beliefs and discriminatory behavior of any one person.

Federal, state, and local policies have propagated, promulgated, and reinforced racial stereotypes and restricted access to housing, education, employment, and other social and material goods through state-sponsored housing discrimination that led to residential segregation and present-day concentrated poverty.

Racial covenants – where Black individuals and other marginalized groups were excluded from purchasing homes – and structural forms of discrimination against BIPOC seeking fair access to resourced communities have had a lasting impact on the U.S.
Consequences of Structural Racism and Stigma

Residential segregation persists today such that racially minoritized people are more likely to experience concentrated poverty, greater negative exposures from police surveillance, higher housing cost burden, limited financial safety nets, and lack of economic opportunity, which creates challenges in meeting basic needs for all individuals, but especially those challenged with a chronic illness.

- In addition, these unjust conditions unfairly expose youth to adverse childhood experiences associated with SUD, further perpetuating the impact of decades-old structural determinants into the next generation.
The Damaging Effects of Policy “Wars”

Many BIPOC communities are still experiencing the damaging effects of the “wars” on crime, and then on drugs, which diverted needed resources from these communities and into the law enforcement apparatus, thus eroding social determinants of health for those populations.

Although the letter of the laws do not target BIPOC, U.S. drug laws are a form of structural racism today because the laws are inequitably implemented in ways that reinforce power structures, reduce access to opportunity, and amplify disadvantage.

For example, enforcement and consequences of drug paraphernalia laws fall disproportionately on BIPOC communities and are the primary legal barrier to the uptake of evidence-based harm reduction interventions that prevent the spread of disease and reduce drug overdoses.
How Stigma Related to Race and Certain Drugs Changes Structural Conditions for People Who Use Those Drugs or Have SUD
The Embodiment of Structural Stigma and Racism in Policy Initiatives

The structural stigma and racism that embody the othering processes have spawned policy initiatives that continue to have **tangible, disproportional, deleterious consequences for BIPOC who use illegal drugs or have SUD** and for their families and communities.

Dating back to 1914, with the enactment of the Harrison Narcotic Tax Act, and moving through the Controlled Substances Act of 1970, the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 – **U.S. drug policy has reflected and exacerbated the othering of BIPOC** that was the deliberate intent of redlining policies, Jim Crow laws, and mass incarceration.
Denial of Access to Public Housing For People Who Use Certain Drugs

One of many examples of the enduring legacy of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 is that in 2022, people who use certain drugs can be – and frequently are – denied access to public housing because of a history of criminal legal system involvement with 20-year or even lifetime lookback periods, or they can be evicted from housing because of suspected illegal drug use of any individual within the household.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) guidance states that blanket policies refusing housing solely based on criminal history are likely a violation of the Fair Housing Act of 1968 due to the disparate impact on racially minoritized people.

Structural changes are needed at the federal level to reverse the harms of historical housing policies and hold local housing authorities and private and public housing providers accountable for following the HUD guidance and equitable practices.
Recent Addiction Policy Still Falls Victim to Social Landscape of U.S. Drug Policy

Even the Drug Addiction and Treatment Act of 2000 (DATA 2000), which was an effort to medicalize and normalize treatment for opioid use disorder (OUD), has fallen victim to the social landscape of the U.S. drug policy response.

“Though DATA 2000 allowed certified physicians to prescribe buprenorphine in their own offices, it failed to address criminalization, the restriction of methadone to opioid treatment programs (OTPs), or other variables limiting geographic accessibility to treatment for OUD. It resulted in a “two-tier” treatment system, with ultimately greater accessibility of office-based buprenorphine treatment for White people with OUD.”
Social Implications of Stigma in Policy Includes Child Removal

Racial inequities also exist in child protection system responses to pregnant and parenting people, particularly when substance use is involved as the cause of removal.

Despite similar rates of illegal drug use among Black and White individuals, **Black families are more likely to be tested for substances and reported** to the child protection system, with healthcare professionals serving as the primary source of reports to the child protection system.

**Black families are more likely to have a child removed** (despite being assessed at a lower risk) for longer periods of time, to undergo family separation, and are less likely to be reunified.

In states that criminalize prenatal substance use, **the reunification of Black families is even less likely.**
The Present-Day Manifestations of Race-, Drug-, and SUD-Related Stigma
Structural Stigma and Racism Must Be Addressed Concurrently

In the U.S., racial tropes and exaggerations or outright fabrications about the harms of certain drugs have been used to stoke fear among the public and promote drug policies that demoralize and disenfranchise people who use those drugs. Few broad-reaching attempts have been made in earnest to correct the excessively criminal response to SUD or the severe inequities in drug law implementation, because drug policies have been aligned with dominant cultural attitudes that associated crime and drugs with Blackness, and certain drug use with criminality.

However, such punitive drug policies have been criticized more recently; it may be no coincidence that the shift occurred as the public face of addiction began to look more White. 2020 marked a peak in the collective awareness and dialogue of the American public regarding racial justice. The aftermath of George Floyd’s murder at the hands of law enforcement serves as a compelling example of how SUD stigma and structural racism can intersect, amplify, and override progress if either social driver is left unaddressed.

In the days and months following George Floyd’s death, his history of drug use emerged in public rhetoric as a justification for his brutal murder, as if the use of drugs somehow disqualified him from due process. Much of America defaulted to once again compartmentalizing inhumanity, reserving justice and compassion only for “us” when the face of the person who used certain drugs was Black.

Structural solutions to address race-, drug-, and SUD-related stigma are needed for lasting change.
Advancements in Structural Change
Decriminalization of Personal Drug Use Possession Is a Structural Solution

Drug policy in the U.S. has served as the foundation of the legitimized oppression of both BIPOC and people with SUD. Because SUD stigma and structural racism exist at the societal level and persist beyond any interpersonal encounters, structural solutions are needed.

Reducing the criminal legal consequences of some or all drug possession for personal use is an emerging strategy for reducing stigma and advancing racial justice.

- Scholarship examining changes in public opinion on gay marriage support that changes in policy can rapidly shift, albeit not eliminate, stigma. In fact, laws that provide protections to stigmatized groups may positively impact the mental health and general health of those provided protection.

- While SUD and racial stigma can be helped by policies that attack the racist legacy of prohibition, more work must be done to complement structural change and challenge social ideologies.
Decriminalization Can Reduce Imprisonment and Collateral Consequences

Delinking criminality from drug and drug paraphernalia possession for personal use – while offering access to treatment and supportive services - will help reduce imprisonment and its collateral consequences, which serve as a tool for BIPOC oppression.

In 2019, over 1.5 million people in the U.S. were arrested for drug offenses, more than any other category of crime, and nearly 90% of those arrests were for drug possession. Moreover, research shows that U.S. states with higher rates of drug imprisonment do not experience lower rates of self-reported drug use. However, elimination of such criminal penalties is not likely to eliminate racism and systemic disinvestment in BIPOC communities. Societal stigma can persist, and compensatory policies and street-level politics can counteract progress.

• For example, while arrests have decreased following cannabis policy reform, substantial racial differences in rates of arrest still exist, and in some states, arrests increased for drugs other than cannabis. Similar research on drug court and diversion programs suggest that BIPOC benefit less from these drug policy reforms.
The Nuances of Decriminalization

While some may highlight that such decriminalization efforts will not address the nation's toxic, illegal drug supply, ASAM recognizes that any changes in laws that would increase legal access to currently illegal drugs would need to be carefully thought out, implemented gradually and sequentially, and scientifically evaluated at each step of implementation.

- Given that quick action to rein in for-profit interests is unlikely in the current U.S. political environment, the risks associated with any significant increase in unhealthy drug use, and the current gaps in drug policy research, there is currently no path for regulation of drug use that is firm and sustainable enough to prevent consumer expansion and exploitation – of which BIPOC are historically among the most common targets.

- In contrast, evidence from Portugal suggests that decriminalizing drug possession for personal use, when implemented as part of a larger set of public health reforms, investments, and norms, can lead to improvements in health, without offering legal means of obtaining regulated drugs for non-medical use.
Decriminalization, Research, & Restorative Strategies

In 2020, Oregon passed Measure 110, which decriminalized possession of scheduled substances for personal use and invested in expanding access to services. While it may be too soon to evaluate Oregon’s approach, and such evaluations must endeavor to ask the right research questions, the experience of Portugal and other decriminalization initiatives showcase the value of therapeutic responses to drug possession for personal use.

However, eliminating criminal penalties for drug possession for personal use is not sufficient for addressing the overdose crisis, as communities need sufficient capacity for timely delivery of non-compulsory clinical, social, and economic services with humane accountability.

Importantly, drug policy reforms must not only eliminate the overreliance on criminal law but must also promote reparative justice – strategies that seek to repair the harms caused by decades of overly punitive drug policies and hundreds of years of state-sponsored discrimination against BIPOC.

Restorative strategies include policies such as the 2014 Clemency Initiative, appropriate expungement, and financial investments in social determinants of health, particularly targeting communities heavily impacted by the drug war.
The drug war has been wielded as a tool of oppression against people with SUD and BIPOC. For over a century, investments have been made in ineffective strategies that have cost far too many lives. Reparative investments and structural policy changes are crucial for addressing the root causes of health inequities.”
ASAM supports shifting the nation’s response to personal substance use away from assumptions of criminality towards health and wellness; BIPOC disproportionately bear the brunt of criminal legal responses to personal drug use, notwithstanding that White people use illegal drugs at similar rates.

ASAM supports policies and programs that help address underlying structural and social determinants of addiction; such policies and programs are critical to advancing racial justice and improving access to high-quality addiction care for all people, especially BIPOC.

ASAM supports policies and programs that equip addiction medicine and other professionals, as well as people with lived experience, with the data, knowledge, and skills that are necessary to engage in effective advocacy for dismantling structural racism and advancing racial justice and health equity for all people.
ASAM’s Recommendations

ASAM supports shifting the nation’s response to personal substance use away from assumptions of criminality towards health and wellness; BIPOC disproportionately bear the brunt of criminal legal responses to personal drug use, notwithstanding that White people use illegal drugs at similar rates.

Policymakers should eliminate criminal and onerous civil penalties for drug and drug paraphernalia possession for personal use as part of a larger set of related public health and legal reforms designed to improve carefully selected outcomes. In the interest of harm reduction, policymakers should also eliminate criminal penalties for the manufacture and delivery of drug paraphernalia. Those decriminalization efforts should (i) include consideration of expungement of records of such prior offenses, so that people do not remain marginalized for them and (ii) prioritize eliminating the over-policing of BIPOC who use illegal drugs and racial disparities in related civil enforcement.

Concurrently, policymakers should support robust policies and funding that facilitate people’s access to evidence-based prevention, early intervention, treatment, harm reduction, and other supportive services – with an emphasis on youth and racially and ethnically minoritized people – based on individualized needs and with availability in all communities.
ASAM’s Recommendations

ASAM supports shifting the nation’s response to personal substance use away from assumptions of criminality towards health and wellness; BIPOC disproportionately bear the brunt of criminal legal responses to personal drug use, notwithstanding that White people use illegal drugs at similar rates.

Policymakers should consider new clemency efforts that encourage people who are incarcerated in federal or state prison for nonviolent drug offenses – many of whom are BIPOC – to petition authorities for appropriate sentence commutations or reductions.

Federal lawmakers should pass legislation that would eliminate the federal crack and powder cocaine sentencing disparity and apply it retroactively to those already convicted or sentenced.

Policymakers should support robust investments in research efforts that aim to evaluate alternative public health approaches to drug use, with a focus on different types of drug policies, laws, and law enforcement practices.
ASAM’s Recommendations

1. ASAM supports shifting the nation’s response to personal substance use away from assumptions of criminality towards health and wellness; BIPOC disproportionately bear the brunt of criminal legal responses to personal drug use, notwithstanding that White people use illegal drugs at similar rates.

The criminal legal system should not be used to interfere with, or influence, the assessment, diagnosis, or treatment decisions of those with SUD. Given that the criminal legal system has had inequitably detrimental effects on BIPOC, reforms within this system are particularly needed to achieve racial justice.

Evidence-based addiction care, including the use of medications for addiction treatment, should be available to all in need, including people in prisons, jails, drug courts, child protection systems, or on probation or parole. Engaging in addiction treatment should not be a precondition for people who use illegal drugs or have SUD accessing other medical care or support services, including housing.
ASAM supports policies and programs that help address underlying structural and social determinants of addiction; such policies and programs are critical to advancing racial justice and improving access to high-quality addiction care for all people, especially BIPOC.

Policymakers should support interagency collaborations and cost-effective programs that address social determinants of addiction – with a particular focus on determinants that impact racially and ethnically minoritized people.

Policymakers should eliminate drug conviction bans and drug testing requirements for public assistance programs, such as the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program and the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program, and for programs providing financial aid for education.

Policymakers should end evictions and remove housing bans based solely on nonviolent, drug-related activities and support policies that promote the safety and well-being of all people.
ASAM supports policies and programs that help address underlying structural and social determinants of addiction; such policies and programs are critical to advancing racial justice and improving access to high-quality addiction care for all people, especially BIPOC.

Policymakers should implement universal health care coverage that will support equitable access to evidence-based or evidence-informed addiction care for all, regardless of ability to pay. Initial federal reforms should include expanding Medicaid and Medicare coverage to include people who are in carceral settings or under community correctional control and who are otherwise eligible.

Policymakers should ensure that existing mental health and addiction parity laws are vigorously enforced and support federal policies that fully extend mental health and addiction parity and benefits to Medicare, all of Medicaid, and TRICARE.

Accreditation and licensing bodies should work towards improving accountability for evidence-based, patient-centered, and culturally competent addiction care that includes addressing social determinants of addiction.
ASAM’s Recommendations

ASAM supports policies and programs that equip addiction medicine and other professionals, as well as people with lived experience, with the data, knowledge, and skills that are necessary to engage in effective advocacy for dismantling structural racism and advancing racial justice and health equity for all people.

a. Philanthropic organizations and persons should invest in advocacy infrastructures and organizations that can advance racial justice in addiction care.

b. Training programs for addiction medicine professionals should review their curricula to identify gaps related to structural competency, racial understanding, and advocacy. Clinical educators should develop and promote addiction medicine training courses that communicate the impact of stigmatizing language on people with SUD, the necessity of harm reduction tools and interventions, and the benefits of addiction medications.

c. Policymakers and program developers should engage people with lived experience with substance use in the development of policy and services related to addiction and its social determinants, and the positive contributions of people with lived experience should be compensated and recognized.

d. Public health agencies should report and widely disseminate data related to substance use and SUD by race and ethnicity and monitor for improved, equitable outcomes.